How to Become an Affiliate at RingAround
1-Go to https://ringaround.refersion.com/
Fill out all the fields on the form.
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Look in your Inbox for your acceptance email. 
Click on the link in the email, or go to: 

https://ringaround.refersion.com/affiliate/login
and log in using your email address and password you used to sign up for the program.
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Once you are logged in, you will see the members interfaceRefersionInterface.JPG
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and your own affiliate link in the interface:
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You can post this link anywhere, emails, social media using the buttons (you need to be logged in) and so on, and will get credit for any sale at the site. Hit the yellow Copy button and it will copy the link for you to paste anywhere.
TO CREATE CUSTOM LINKS 
In the referral code section, Link Options, just under the yellow COPY button, you can shorten your link with Bit.ly OR Generate a Custom Link.
Click on:
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Next, you will see this window:CustomLinkInstruction2.JPG
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Open a new tab or window. Go to http://RingAround.co Note that it is CO not COM.
Once there, you have several choices: 
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Use BROWSE, or on the top right, the search box.  
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Click on any item of interest, for example, the Cocker Spaniel Mom Pendant:
http://www.ringaround.co/products/proud-cocker-spaniel-mom-pendant
Copy the section of the URL AFTER the .co, in this case /collections/by-real-people-2/products/proud-cocker-spaniel-mom-pendant 
and PASTE it into the top white box. 
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You do not need to have a shopify account, the code just has to end with myshopify.com. 
Click CREATE LINK 
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and if you have copied and paste correctly, you will see
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 Click COPY to copy and paste it. 
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Click SHORTEN TO GET A BITLY LINK.
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You will get a new window with your bit.ly custom link.
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Click Create Another Link to make another custom affiliate link for a particular product.
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https://ringaround.refersion.com/l/592.30223
The other dog items so far that we have designed or teamed up with our pet loving friends for are:

The Rainbow Bridge bangle and charm
/products/rainbow-bridge-bangle-and-charm
The 2 Yorkie items, pendant
/products/proud-yorkie-momma-charm-bangle-bracelet
And bracelet with charm.
/products/proud-yorkie-momma-charm-bangle-bracelet
If you can’t create a link, check the url in the interface again to be sure it is .com and not .co  
Other items are on their way, plus, here is a coupon code you can give your customers: 
Special Coupon: doggie10 for $10 off on any item before 4/22.  Use it at the checkout.
You can sell ANY item at the site as an affiliate, NOT just the doggie items!

One other suggestion-create a spreadsheet of all your custom links so you have them to hand any time and can rotate your offers or customize them as needed. 

Happy jewelry selling!


